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March 1 at 8:58 AM ·

Harrison's Gold Coast and Brisbane Snake
Catcher
March 1 at 8:39 AM ·

Ok guys..
Anyone who lives near these floods that are going on
just remember the terrestrial snakes ( spend life on
the ground ) that normally live under a log or rock or
in a hollow at the base of a tree have been flooded
out..
So they pop up and swim to the nearest temporary
refuge ( your shed .. house .. etc )
So whilst assessing any damage or mess in your yard
just be aware that all sorts of wildlife has been
displaced....
This means Eastern browns and red belly's are on top
of shelves cupboards etc if the floods made it
halfway up a building or they are just under bins...
tyres.. cupboards etc if the water level just came
close...
Also it's after huge floods like this that originate out
west and flow to the coast that I find species that are
not normally found on the coast and monster sized
versions of the species we do find but they have lived
a happy uninterrupted life in a 500 acre property
west of beaudesert that's suddenly been washed
down to us...
Just be aware guys...
Remember if you see something grab a photo of it
and send it through... text for a quick answer...
From this you can decide how hard to stress
https://www.facebook.com/Renpants?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoyMDcwMzIzMTg2NDk1ODY3XzIwNzAzNjU4MDMxNTgyNzI%3D
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From this you can decide how hard to stress...
Stay safe folks I hope your property is ok... what I
seen of the photos on Facebook there are many
businesses and houses that will be in trouble... yell if
you need us
Cheers
2
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Renee Cox
March 1 at 8:56 AM ·

Would you like to go on the
chance to win this beautiful

0:01 / 0:26

Tackle World Mackay
March 1 at 8:24 AM ·

COMPETITION

WIN WIN WIN

Want to win this Abu Garcia Revo X Reel and Rod
Combo!?
All you have to do is:
… See more
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Renee Cox
March 1 at 1:18 AM ·
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Aimee Rolfe is in Coraki, New South Wales.
February 28 at 8:20 PM ·
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Renee Cox
February 28 at 5:26 PM ·

There’s no crocs out at the goldy anyone who read that
…

Here is Smiley one of our
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freshwater crocodiles. Let me
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Queensland Environment
February 28 at 3:55 PM ·

Emergency services have been inundated with calls
from locals who have seen a social media post
claiming one of our crocodiles had escaped from
David Fleay Wildl… See more
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Queensland Through Our Eyes
February 28 at 9:22 AM ·

Desperately Seeking Susan
Lost when blown from the Back Patio
while Inflating,
Last Seen Here!… See more
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View 2 previous comments
Trevor Arnol

Omg would have tagged my brother but he
in Melbourne
Like
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Denise Powell

true words my friend x
Like

Reply

8w

Write a comment…
Renee Panda
January 10 ·

Exhausted one day closer thanks Ian and Matt Dodd and
Chris for today legends i really appreciate it
7
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Share

Rob Norman

Like

Reply

9w

Write a comment…
Renee Panda
December 13, 2021 ·

I can feel my arm again after four to five months not
feeling it. Still some sensation lost in two fingers but I’m
happy with that omg the relief I can feel my arm again
see how the movement is after I heal a bit.
17
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View 2 previous comments
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Like
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Renee Panda updated her cover photo.
November 27, 2021 ·
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Joy Van de Meene

Wow. You fish BIG!
15w

Joy Van de Meene replied · 2 Replies
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Renee Cox
2h ·

Surgically advanced hey !!! Poor snakes. Only person in
australia to breed copperheads isn’t that what his
claiming here
or is he admitting his the only one
to cut up poor snakes mouths

Snake Man
March 13, 2018 ·

Yes, we are the only people in Australia who breed
dangerously venomous Australian Copperheads and by the truckload.
These are our surgically enhanced ones that do
Victoria's only legal venomous snake shows.
Our secret to breeding success.
1/ We ONLY free handle the snakes (held by hand as
shown in image) - they never get stressed out with
sticks or tongs. We treat our snakes with the highest
respect.
2/ We give them a brutally cold Victorian winter! Commencing in March!
3/ Do not free handle highly venomous snakes as
shown in the image unless you have over 50 years of
non-stop venomous snake handling experience as
only the Snakeman Raymond Hoser has.
For more accurate advice on Australia's venomous
snakes from the only ICZN name authority on snakes
https://www.facebook.com/Renpants/posts/10160160259425555
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in Victoria and the world's foremost expert on snakes
see
https://www.facebook.com/snakemanraymondhoser/
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Luke Scicluna

Have you contacted the RSPCA
Like

Reply

2h

Renee Cox

Luke Scicluna everyone’s reported him
for 30 years. He thinks his untouchable
and makes fake web pages about people
me included. He honestly thinks his
above any kind of laws. Makes a lot of
money out of these surgically advanced
snakes but his all about conservation his
apparently done more then Steve Irwin
just ask him lol
Like

Reply

2h

Sean St Leone

Renee Cox his rants about police
corruption are hillarious
Like

Reply

2h

Renee Cox

Sean St Leone yeah he made a webpage
about me lol claiming I harrassd him and
all this slander thinks his untouchable
and can make up lies about someone. So
I will just keep sharing the truth about
him.
Like

Reply

2h

Renee Cox

Sean St Leone think I should make my
own webpage with the truth !! Lol
Like

Reply

2h

Sean St Leone

Renee Cox hes got no credibility. If he's
slagging you, it just means you're
probably a decent and reasonable
https://www.facebook.com/Renpants/posts/10160160259425555
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human being
Like
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Renee Cox

Sean St Leone haha thankyou to be
honest I’m in shock he can write all those
lies and think it’s okay. I think he believes
his own lies too so not much you can do
in that situation.
Like

Reply

1h

Luke Scicluna

Renee Cox 3AW Melbourne radio show
or ACA will get things done
Like

Reply

1h

Write a reply…
Sean St Leone

Is he defanging?
Hes always been a bit loopy.
Like

Reply

2h

Renee Cox

Sean St Leone surgically enhanced he
calls it
Like

Reply

2h

Edited

Sean St Leone

Renee Cox I call it animal cruelty.
I wonder how many he loses doing it.
They don't handle stress well
Like

Reply

1h

https://www.facebook.com/Renpants/posts/10160160259425555
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Sean St Leone I’m sure we will never
know seeing as if anyone says anything
bad about him he scours the net for it
then makes up false webpages and turns
off commenting so nobody can tell the
trurh so I guess sadly we prob will never
find out. But the adders and other snakes
heads look out of shape after this so
called enhancement
it’s really
sad I feel for the animals too just being
picked up in balls of snakes as any
keeper knows that’s no good for them.
Once again he just gets away with it
though.
Like

Reply

1h

Write a reply…
Olly Ash

I thought it was Putin
Like

Reply

1h
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Renee Cox
March 15 at 9:59 PM ·

This guy is crazy and belongs in jail. Truth hurts doesn’t
it not sure why you feel to make up lies about people
you need help sick in the head abusive to animals.
Reptile & Amphibian Alliance
June 25, 2013 ·

A very interesting article via Scientific American
(personally, one of my favourite magazines) about
the very controversial Raymond Hoser.
I heard of this guy last year and have been
thoroughly reading about him, his works and news
regarding him ever since. He frequently patrols the
internet and facebook with a fine toothed comb, to
monitor anything being said about him (hi!) and to
"bust" anyone using any of his (MULTITUDE) of trade
marked terms and words.
The self proclaimed 'snake man' claims that he has
done more for reptile conservation than Steve Irwin.
(haha)
A comment from one of the article readers sums it
up nicely for me: "As a hobbyist, Hoser is
abominable. He primarily keeps elapids that have
been defanged and which have had the venom
glands surgically removed, a procedure he does
himself and with no anaesthesia for the animal. This
is animal abuse."
The article is worth a read and if you want a good
laugh, be sure to drop by youtube to see some of Mr
Hosers videos for yourself, I'm sure he would love the
extra hits!
~GD
BLOGS.SCIENTIFICAMERICAN.COM

Taxonomic vandalism and the
Raymond Hoser problem |…
For some years now, a prolific amateur
h
t l i th
bli h d
https://www.facebook.com/Renpants/posts/10160155855450555
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herpetologist has published an
absolutely extraordinary number of…
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2h ·

Surgically advanced hey !!! Poor snakes. Only person in
australia to breed copperheads isn’t that what his
claiming here
or is he admitting his the only one
to cut up poor snakes mouths

Snake Man
March 13, 2018 ·

Yes, we are the only people in Australia who breed
dangerously venomous Australian Copperheads and by the truckload.
These are our surgically enhanced ones that do
Victoria's only legal venomous snake shows.
Our secret to breeding success.
1/ We ONLY free handle the snakes (held by hand as
shown in image) - they never get stressed out with
sticks or tongs. We treat our snakes with the highest
respect
https://www.facebook.com/Renpants
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respect.

2/ We give them a brutally cold Victorian winter! Commencing in March!
3/ Do not free handle highly venomous snakes as
shown in the image unless you have over 50 years of
non-stop venomous snake handling experience as
only the Snakeman Raymond Hoser has.
For more accurate advice on Australia's venomous
snakes from the only ICZN name authority on snakes
in Victoria and the world's foremost expert on snakes
see
https://www.facebook.com/snakemanraymondhoser/
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Luke Scicluna everyone’s reported him
for 30 years. He thinks his untouchable
and makes fake web pages about people
me included. He honestly thinks his
above any kind of laws. Makes a lot of
money out of these surgically advanced
snakes but his all about conservation his
apparently done more then Steve Irwin
just ask him lol
Like
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Sean St Leone

Renee Cox his rants about police
corruption are hillarious
Like

Reply

2h

Renee Cox

Sean St Leone yeah he made a webpage
about me lol claiming I harrassd him and
all this slander thinks his untouchable
and can make up lies about someone. So
I will just keep sharing the truth about
him.
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Sean St Leone think I should make my
own webpage with the truth !! Lol
Like
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Sean St Leone

Renee Cox hes got no credibility. If he's
slagging you, it just means you're
probably a decent and reasonable
human being
Like

Reply

2h

Renee Cox

Sean St Leone haha thankyou to be
honest I’m in shock he can write all those
lies and think it’s okay. I think he believes
his own lies too so not much you can do
in that situation.
Like
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2h

Luke Scicluna

Renee Cox 3AW Melbourne radio show
or ACA will get things done
Like

Reply

2h
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Is he defanging?
Hes always been a bit loopy.
Like
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Sean St Leone surgically enhanced he
calls it
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Sean St Leone

Renee Cox I call it animal cruelty.
I wonder how many he loses doing it.
They don't handle stress well
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Sean St Leone I’m sure we will never
know seeing as if anyone says anything
bad about him he scours the net for it
then makes up false webpages and turns
off commenting so nobody can tell the
trurh so I guess sadly we prob will never
find out. But the adders and other snakes
heads look out of shape after this so
called enhancement
it’s really
sad I feel for the animals too just being
picked up in balls of snakes as any
keeper knows that’s no good for them.
Once again he just gets away with it
though.
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2h
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Glenn Fechner

I love my lil dog but gee he tests me
sometimes
Like

Reply

22h

Renee Cox replied · 1 Reply
Write a comment…
Renee Cox
Yesterday at 12:50 AM ·

Anyone needing snake removal hit up the professionals
in the industry. Professional reliable top people. If you
have a unwanted visitor please call these guys Brisbane,
Logan, goldy and surrounds they are extremely
experienced and just good people
#supportlocalbusiness #snakes
##snakerelocation # Harrison's Gold Coast and Brisbane
Snake Catcher
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Brisbane Snake Catcher
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Snake Man
@snakemanraymondhoser · Education
Add a button
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Promote

FROM NOTIFICATIONS
Snake Man
March 15 at 6:58 PM ·

By request, for those who want to hear the unsolicited
threat calls ...
see here:
https://www.snakeman.pro/Renee-Cox-QueenslandCriminal...
SNAKEMAN.PRO

Renee Cox - Criminal Threats over
telephone!
Serial law breaker and would be snake
catcher Tony Harrison, had his partner
Brooke Harrison bitten by a Red-belli…
391

70

–

https://www.facebook.com/snakemanraymondhoser/posts/4844311409023217?comment_id=4852860338168324&notif_id=1647334167951341&…
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Boost post
6 Comments

Like
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Most relevant

Comment as Snake Man
Australian Breast Cancer Support

Bullying a cancer patient with slander and
defamation and giving out personal details
and sharing private photos you must be a
super proud guy !! Outstanding citizen
Like

Send Message

Reply

10m

Edited

Reply to Australian Breast Ca…
Renee Cox

You can’t share my photos and details you
took from my personal page it’s illegal this
has bullying
Like

Send Message

Reply

23m

Renee Cox

Defamation and lies why do you keep
removing my comments ? This is illegal the
police have asked you to remove it. Stop
making up lies about me this is illegal to do
this you know and giving out my phone
number don’t you think laws apply to you ??
Like

Reply

Send Message

41m

Nicque Mahnee

Lol far out she could charm the paint off walls
this one
Like

Reply

Send Message

3d

Renee Cox

Nicque Mahnee it’s lies and defamation
he will keep deleting the truth that’s
what his like.
Like

Reply

Send Message

36m

Reply to Nicque Mahnee…
https://www.facebook.com/snakemanraymondhoser/posts/4844311409023217?comment_id=4852860338168324&notif_id=1647334167951341&…
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Renee Cox

Harrasment and defamation the police asked
you to remove your lies and my details this is
illegal !!! Take it down it’s illegal to make up
lies and ruin someone’s reputation. You need
to pull it down now. This isn’t the truth and
it’s slander and bullying to me.
Like

Reply

Send Message

36m

Other posts
Snake Man
11h ·

.... OK, anyone want some of her babies (Free - we have
never sold a reptile and are not about to start), must be
licensed, etc, (no tong users please) let me know .... best
by SMS on our phone (not via facebook) (If you miss
out, we shall keep your details for next time) (Prefer Vic
only at this stage)
0412777211
Ditto for the Copperheads ....
https://www.facebook.com/raymondhoser/posts/1016
1345752332519
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0:00 / 0:23

Raymond Hoser
November 25, 2021 ·

After a slow start last night, Snakeman gets a pair of
Tiger Snakes to lock up for about 10 hours and still
going strong. It is not every day you see snakes mat…
See more
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Boost unavailable
3 Shares
Like

Comment

Share

Comment as Snake Man
Snake Man
March 15 at 12:36 PM ·

OK, I have been forced to delete a few troll posts by
morons claiming that it is the snake's fault when a
handler is bitten.
Nothing can be further from the truth.
If a handler or anyone else is bitten by a snake, it is
always their fault.
Not that of the snake!
Snakes do everything "humanly possible" to avoid biting
people, so if someone is bitten it is their fault!… See
more
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Boost post

8 Comments 6 Shares
Like

Comment

Share
Most relevant

Comment as Snake Man
Danny Goodwin

I got well and truly envenomated by a
Tasmanian Tigersnake once and yes it was my
fault and not the snake's
Like

Send Message

Reply

3d

Most Relevant is selected, so some replies may have been filtered
out.
Author

Snake Man

Danny Goodwin - all good people own
their mistakes and you score points here.
Like

Reply

3d

View 1 more reply
James Fenn

Your right sir!
Like

Reply

Send Message

3d

Most Relevant is selected, so some comments may have been filtered
out.

Snake Man
March 15 at 9:12 AM ·
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Snakebusters Australian Snakeman
March 15 at 9:12 AM ·

Reports today of an animal abusing woman being
bitten by a Red-bellied Black Snake and rushed to
hospital in Queensland are again a serious cause of
concern.
Lu… See more
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Like
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Snake Man allows profiles and Pages it mentions
to comment on this post.
Most relevant
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Snake Man

Yes John,
we got a flood of hate posts from fake
accounts.
Deleted the posts and banned the accounts.…
See more
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See more
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Edit

Snake Man
@snakemanraymondhoser · Education
Add a button
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More

Promote

FROM NOTIFICATIONS
Snake Man
March 15 at 6:58 PM ·

By request, for those who want to hear the unsolicited
threat calls ...
see here:
https://www.snakeman.pro/Renee-Cox-QueenslandCriminal...
SNAKEMAN.PRO

Renee Cox - Criminal Threats over
telephone!
Serial law breaker and would be snake
catcher Tony Harrison, had his partner
Brooke Harrison bitten by a Red-belli…
327
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–
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Like
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Comment as Snake Man
Renee Cox

By request lol what who wants to hear your
made up stories it’s slander and defamation
nothing more nothing less. Police have asked
you to remove these viscous lies about me
and leave me alone but you still continue to
leave this rubbish here. You also told me In a
message you would pull it down. But you left
it and it’s false information.
Like

Reply

Send Message

56m

Edited

Reply to Renee Cox…
Nicque Mahnee

Lol far out she could charm the paint off walls
this one
Like

Reply

Send Message

2d

1 Reply
Renee Cox

Hoser the police asked you to take this down
as it’s hearsay and not proven to be true it’s
defamation. You need to take your lies down
now please. This is complete and utter
defamation of character.
Like

Reply

Send Message

1h

Edited

Other posts
Snake Man
Just now ·

.... OK, anyone want some of her babies (Free - we have
never sold a reptile and are not about to start), must be
licensed, etc, (no tong users please) let me know .... best
https://www.facebook.com/snakemanraymondhoser/posts/4844311409023217?comment_id=4851548454966179&notif_id=1647334167951341&…
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by SMS on our phone (not via facebook) (If you miss
out, we shall keep your details for next time) (Prefer Vic
only at this stage)
0412777211
Ditto for the Copperheads ....
https://www.facebook.com/raymondhoser/posts/1016
1345752332519

0:00 / 0:23

Raymond Hoser
November 25, 2021 ·

After a slow start last night, Snakeman gets a pair of
Tiger Snakes to lock up for about 10 hours and still
going strong. It is not every day you see snakes mat…
See more
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Share

Comment as Snake Man
Snake Man
March 15 at 12:36 PM ·

OK, I have been forced to delete a few troll posts by
morons claiming that it is the snake's fault when a
handler is bitten.
Nothing can be further from the truth.
If a handler or anyone else is bitten by a snake, it is
always their fault.
Not that of the snake!
Snakes do everything "humanly possible" to avoid biting
people, so if someone is bitten it is their fault!… See
more
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Danny Goodwin

I got well and truly envenomated by a
Tasmanian Tigersnake once and yes it was my
fault and not the snake's
Like

Send Message

Reply

2d

Most Relevant is selected, so some replies may have been filtered
out.
Author

Snake Man

Danny Goodwin - all good people own
their mistakes and you score points here.
Like

Reply

2d

View 1 more reply
James Fenn

Your right sir!
Like

Reply

Send Message

2d

Most Relevant is selected, so some comments may have been filtered
out. Snake Man

March 15 at 9:12 AM ·

Snakebusters Australian Snakeman
March 15 at 9:12 AM ·

Reports today of an animal abusing woman being
bitten by a Red-bellied Black Snake and rushed to
hospital in Queensland are again a serious cause of
https://www.facebook.com/snakemanraymondhoser/posts/4844311409023217?comment_id=4851548454966179&notif_id=1647334167951341&…
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Lu… See more
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Snake Man

Yes John,
we got a flood of hate posts from fake
accounts.
Deleted the posts and banned the accounts.…
See more
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Renee Cox
Renee Cox
8:59 PM
Renee
Dear Raymond hoser Hi I’ve seen your defamation post. I have spoken to a friend
who works for Qld police who’s told me what protocol I need to follow for this matter.
No1 I only called you once accidently as you have no messaging option you also
turned the commenting off after making a slanderous post towards people you don’t
like and don’t even know. No12. That was not me calling you back nor did I call you
at any other time and have the proof of that so suggest you pull your defamation post
down before my mothers lawyer has to contact you. My mother and I will not allow
you to get away with this matter as this is not acceptable behaviour. You obviously
had a lot of people troll you after todays posts that is disgusting on your behalf. Now
I didn’t say anything to you that isn’t true you did make up lies about tongs and other
various animal abuse claims like you did to Steve Irwin when you pull fangs out of
snakes and still handle them with tongs. You also sold tongs for many years and
prob still do for all I know. You have no right to post that and it’s illegal as my friend
told me tonight. And said definitely follow up on it and make a statement with your
defamation publication of my face and a recording that’s not even me. I can tell you
your a idiot I’m aloud free country you rang me harassing me so I suggest you pull
your post down tonight before the police pay you a visit tomorrow and my lawyer
contacts you also. You have until 8 am tomorrow to remove it amd my name or I
promise you my mother won’t allow you to lie and say I rang you when it wasn’t even
me. Calling me a fat slob etc is also disgusting and illegal so I suggest you do the
right thing. I said that on my own accord but will message other you’ve lied about on
social media to have our lawyers sort you out for your illegal behaviour and
defamation and slander if needed. 8 am tomorrow or I will make a statement for
slander and harrasment on fb. Goodluck in the future and please stop defanging
poor snakes. Please.
Enter
Renee
It’s also illegal to calm me a overweight lawbreaker troll and slander me you need
serious help giving out my address and phone number also illegal so good luck with
that. Enjoy !!
Enter
You sent
Dear madam, the second call followed call 1 and so I assumed it was you. Based on
your reply, you may have something in that claim it was not you. Unfortunately your
first call and Facebook posts have in effect convicted you of the bad deeds, making
the imputations of what I published as substantially true and legally allowed. Your
claims against me are false. Other than doubt about call 2, my claims against you

are correct and I stand by them. As it is you who have committed offences, including,
stalking and menace by phone, and not I, I stand my ground. Please do not troll me
in any way in future. Should you have need to communicate with me, do so through
a lawyer. If you issue proceedings against me I will sue you in relation to your false
claims including that I defang snakes, which is a cruel and barbaric practice and
highly illegal, noting I have a 50 year history of being at the forefront of animal
welfare. My address for service is in the Electoral Roll. I have allowed you to post on
my public pages and to message me repeatedly, but the gig is up. Those posts will
be removed. Do not reinstate them or anything else, including by proxy. No more
please! Thank You Raymond Hoser The Snakeman
Enter
You can now message and call each other and see info like Active Status and when
you've read messages.
Renee
I never called the second time so I suggest you take down the defamation
Enter
Renee

Enter
Renee
There’s the calls me accidently calling you then you harassing me so I suggest you
pull it down befure my lawyers all over you.
Enter
Renee
If it’s not removed I will be suing you that’s it end of aubject.
Enter
You sent
I will copy this thread to the webpage and make amendments with respect of your
comments re call 2. That is all. Now time to stop harassing me.
Enter
Renee
Subject
Enter
Renee
No you will remove it all or deal with my lawyer
Enter
You sent
Good night
Enter
Renee
You can not publish those statements my call or my photo without my permission so
I suggest it all come down or my lawyer will be I touch.
Enter
Renee

It’s illegal on fb sorry so it needs to come down by 8 am or expect me to take it
further.
Enter
You sent
Stop making threats - see above. Good night
Enter
Renee
Goodbye and leave me alone. It’s written all over fb your snakes have no fangs no
defamation there. So I suggest you leave me alone. Your the one starting on me and
making false statements illegally sharing my picture etc I suggest it all be gone by 8
am goodbye
Enter
This person is unavailable on Messenger.
9:27 AM
Renee
Good morning. I’ve spoken with the police twice this morning and they have
recommended you pull down your slander and harrasment especially as you have
given out my number and address. They are not happy at all and don’t have time for
Facebook bullies like you. Get over yourself I accidently pocket dialed you. You are
the one calling picket dials back like a weirdo not me. Tony Harrison never asked me
to call you more lies and defamation. You reakon you can tell you called private or
not then you clearly know it’s not me but still saying it is. I am a cancer patient who’s
just had major surgery you’ve made me vomit from stress from the slander and
defamation and lies that I’ve hurt myself and need to go too hospital. I was sick all
night from your harrasment and false information about me. I received over 100 no
called id calls overnight from you and your bully crew so I suggest the post is taken
off the internet as you agreed to take it didn’t last night. You called me how am I a
pest. I’m being bullied because of your defamation and the police have asked me to
ask you to take it down apologise for calling you a fukwit on the phone when you
were ringing me !! Now they suggest it is pulled down now or they will be involved.
You can not give out my address or phone number they have said nor can you say
that was me in the call and the slander saying i was made by tony and all the other
lies. My mum will sue you for everything you own and we will donate it to breast
cancer research if you don’t pull it down now. You said last night you would pull the
post down. Now leave me alone and remove the post you have until 9 am. Btw I run
australia largest support group for cancer and your harrasment lies and bullying you
giving out my number etc is affecting the cancer ladies I sponser who need me in the
middle of the night. The fact you are affecting cancer patients you really need help.
This isn’t a threat this isn’t local police officers asking you to do the right thing and
pull it down before you are made too and pay me for the damages. This isn’t okay
you are sick and need help. Can you please take it down and never talk about me
again or I will take everything you own I’m not joking you think you are above the law
and if I need to be the person to teach you that you are a bully bullying making up

lies about a cancer patient. It’s known you remove the venom Sacks from your
snakes how otherwise can small children safely pat them ?? Why you are doing this I
don’t know but the fact you remove any proof you know that’s not me and clearly you
can hear it’s not. You need help you have until 9 am or my lawyer and the police will
be taking this mater seriously as it is illegal and harrasment and false information it’s
what your creative mind thinks happened not what actually happened. Please go see
a doctor please you need help and I hope you seek it. 9 am Qld time I will be back at
the station they want to see it gone Regards Renee
Enter
Renee
I have never harrassd you or threatened you but this giving out my number etc you
are going down the police want it all gone by 9 am Qld time so I suggest you pull it
down and leave me alone cause I don’t think you know how determine a person I am
when someone does wrong by me. I won’t let it go until you are charged so let’s play
this game. Take the post down and leave me alone or you can donate all your
money to breast cancer support if not that’s life you can’t get away with this and I
won’t allow you too. 9 am or the police and my lawyer will be in touch fb also knows
you’ve given out my phone number etc too so enjoy. You say I threatened you and I
didn’t then you go do this you really need help stop making up lies about me it’s
putrid and sick !! Now leave me alone take the phat down and move on with your life
I suggest now. Or deal with the law. Your choice Regards Renee
Enter
12:14 PM
Renee
I’m serious take the lies and slander down or get charged !!! You have been asked
by Capalaba police station to take it down !! You need a physc ward you are crazy
and need to be admitted asap for everyone’s safety you talk about yourself as a 3rd
party time you get some physc help and take your fuking slander down !! You are a
disgusting bully I’m a cancer patient and I will be taking this further take the post
down !! And leave me the fuk alone you are crazy !! You are a liar and this is
defamation you can not post my phone number etc !!! Break the law much hey ? You
are physco and the police will be on your doorstep asap !! This is us you’ve had time
to do the right thing and you can’t take down the lies and slander !!! I will see you in
court you crazy physco gp get mental help ypu fuking need it !! You gave out my
phone number and addesss that’s illegal and you will pay.

https://www.facebook.com/messages/t/694120554

Renee Cox
Active 32m ago
Renee Cox
Facebook
You're not friends on Facebook
102 mutual friends including Matt Patterson and Markus Theimer

Tue 8:59 PM
Renee
Dear Raymond hoser Hi I’ve seen your defamation post. I have spoken to a friend who works for
Qld police who’s told me what protocol I need to follow for this matter. No1 I only called you
once accidently as you have no messaging option you also turned the commenting off after
making a slanderous post towards people you don’t like and don’t even know. No12. That was
not me calling you back nor did I call you at any other time and have the proof of that so suggest
you pull your defamation post down before my mothers lawyer has to contact you. My mother
and I will not allow you to get away with this matter as this is not acceptable behaviour. You
obviously had a lot of people troll you after todays posts that is disgusting on your behalf. Now I
didn’t say anything to you that isn’t true you did make up lies about tongs and other various
animal abuse claims like you did to Steve Irwin when you pull fangs out of snakes and still
handle them with tongs. You also sold tongs for many years and prob still do for all I know. You
have no right to post that and it’s illegal as my friend told me tonight. And said definitely follow
up on it and make a statement with your defamation publication of my face and a recording that’s
not even me. I can tell you your a idiot I’m aloud free country you rang me harassing me so I
suggest you pull your post down tonight before the police pay you a visit tomorrow and my
lawyer contacts you also. You have until 8 am tomorrow to remove it amd my name or I promise
you my mother won’t allow you to lie and say I rang you when it wasn’t even me. Calling me a
fat slob etc is also disgusting and illegal so I suggest you do the right thing. I said that on my own
accord but will message other you’ve lied about on social media to have our lawyers sort you out
for your illegal behaviour and defamation and slander if needed. 8 am tomorrow or I will make a
statement for slander and harrasment on fb. Goodluck in the future and please stop defanging
poor snakes. Please.
Enter
Renee
It’s also illegal to calm me a overweight lawbreaker troll and slander me you need serious help
giving out my address and phone number also illegal so good luck with that. Enjoy !!
Enter
You sent
Dear madam, the second call followed call 1 and so I assumed it was you. Based on your reply,
you may have something in that claim it was not you. Unfortunately your first call and Facebook
posts have in effect convicted you of the bad deeds, making the imputations of what I published
as substantially true and legally allowed. Your claims against me are false. Other than doubt
about call 2, my claims against you are correct and I stand by them. As it is you who have

committed offences, including, stalking and menace by phone, and not I, I stand my ground.
Please do not troll me in any way in future. Should you have need to communicate with me, do so
through a lawyer. If you issue proceedings against me I will sue you in relation to your false
claims including that I defang snakes, which is a cruel and barbaric practice and highly illegal,
noting I have a 50 year history of being at the forefront of animal welfare. My address for service
is in the Electoral Roll. I have allowed you to post on my public pages and to message me
repeatedly, but the gig is up. Those posts will be removed. Do not reinstate them or anything else,
including by proxy. No more please! Thank You Raymond Hoser The Snakeman
Enter
You can now message and call each other and see info like Active Status and when you've read
messages.

Renee
I never called the second time so I suggest you take down the defamation
Enter
Renee

Enter
Renee
There’s the calls me accidently calling you then you harassing me so I suggest you pull it down
befure my lawyers all over you.
Enter
Renee
If it’s not removed I will be suing you that’s it end of aubject.
Enter
You sent
I will copy this thread to the webpage and make amendments with respect of your comments re
call 2. That is all. Now time to stop harassing me.
Enter
Renee
Subject
Enter
Renee
No you will remove it all or deal with my lawyer
Enter
You sent
Good night
Enter
Renee
You can not publish those statements my call or my photo without my permission so I suggest it
all come down or my lawyer will be I touch.
Enter
Renee
It’s illegal on fb sorry so it needs to come down by 8 am or expect me to take it further.
Enter

You sent
Stop making threats - see above. Good night
Enter
Renee
Goodbye and leave me alone. It’s written all over fb your snakes have no fangs no defamation
there. So I suggest you leave me alone. Your the one starting on me and making false statements
illegally sharing my picture etc I suggest it all be gone by 8 am goodbye
Enter

Wed 9:27 AM
Renee
Good morning. I’ve spoken with the police twice this morning and they have recommended you
pull down your slander and harrasment especially as you have given out my number and address.
They are not happy at all and don’t have time for Facebook bullies like you. Get over yourself I
accidently pocket dialed you. You are the one calling picket dials back like a weirdo not me.
Tony Harrison never asked me to call you more lies and defamation. You reakon you can tell you
called private or not then you clearly know it’s not me but still saying it is. I am a cancer patient
who’s just had major surgery you’ve made me vomit from stress from the slander and defamation
and lies that I’ve hurt myself and need to go too hospital. I was sick all night from your
harrasment and false information about me. I received over 100 no called id calls overnight from
you and your bully crew so I suggest the post is taken off the internet as you agreed to take it
didn’t last night. You called me how am I a pest. I’m being bullied because of your defamation
and the police have asked me to ask you to take it down apologise for calling you a fukwit on the
phone when you were ringing me !! Now they suggest it is pulled down now or they will be
involved. You can not give out my address or phone number they have said nor can you say that
was me in the call and the slander saying i was made by tony and all the other lies. My mum will
sue you for everything you own and we will donate it to breast cancer research if you don’t pull it
down now. You said last night you would pull the post down. Now leave me alone and remove
the post you have until 9 am. Btw I run australia largest support group for cancer and your
harrasment lies and bullying you giving out my number etc is affecting the cancer ladies I sponser
who need me in the middle of the night. The fact you are affecting cancer patients you really need
help. This isn’t a threat this isn’t local police officers asking you to do the right thing and pull it
down before you are made too and pay me for the damages. This isn’t okay you are sick and need
help. Can you please take it down and never talk about me again or I will take everything you
own I’m not joking you think you are above the law and if I need to be the person to teach you
that you are a bully bullying making up lies about a cancer patient. It’s known you remove the
venom Sacks from your snakes how otherwise can small children safely pat them ?? Why you are
doing this I don’t know but the fact you remove any proof you know that’s not me and clearly
you can hear it’s not. You need help you have until 9 am or my lawyer and the police will be
taking this mater seriously as it is illegal and harrasment and false information it’s what your
creative mind thinks happened not what actually happened. Please go see a doctor please you
need help and I hope you seek it. 9 am Qld time I will be back at the station they want to see it
gone Regards Renee
Enter
Renee
I have never harrassd you or threatened you but this giving out my number etc you are going
down the police want it all gone by 9 am Qld time so I suggest you pull it down and leave me
alone cause I don’t think you know how determine a person I am when someone does wrong by
me. I won’t let it go until you are charged so let’s play this game. Take the post down and leave

me alone or you can donate all your money to breast cancer support if not that’s life you can’t get
away with this and I won’t allow you too. 9 am or the police and my lawyer will be in touch fb
also knows you’ve given out my phone number etc too so enjoy. You say I threatened you and I
didn’t then you go do this you really need help stop making up lies about me it’s putrid and sick
!! Now leave me alone take the phat down and move on with your life I suggest now. Or deal
with the law. Your choice Regards Renee
Enter

Wed 12:14 PM
Renee
I’m serious take the lies and slander down or get charged !!! You have been asked by Capalaba
police station to take it down !! You need a physc ward you are crazy and need to be admitted
asap for everyone’s safety you talk about yourself as a 3rd party time you get some physc help
and take your fuking slander down !! You are a disgusting bully I’m a cancer patient and I will be
taking this further take the post down !! And leave me the fuk alone you are crazy !! You are a
liar and this is defamation you can not post my phone number etc !!! Break the law much hey ?
You are physco and the police will be on your doorstep asap !! This is us you’ve had time to do
the right thing and you can’t take down the lies and slander !!! I will see you in court you crazy
physco gp get mental help ypu fuking need it !! You gave out my phone number and addesss
that’s illegal and you will pay.
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Harrison's Gold Coast and
Brisbane Snake Catcher
@Goldcoastsnakecatcher ·
Service

5 (288 reviews) · Pet

Call Now

Harrison's Gold Coast and Brisbane Snake
Catcher added 9 new photos to the album:
Found pets!!
March 23, 2020 ·

Can I just say WOW!!! A huge albino Burmese python!
How damn beautiful is this snake?! Its such a shame that
they are illegal here in Australia.

https://www.facebook.com/Goldcoastsnakecatcher/posts/can-i-just-say-wow-a-huge-albino-burmese-python-how-damn-beautiful-is-this-snake/1…
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+6
1.1K

555 Comments 324 Shares

Like

Comment

Share
Most relevant

Write a comment…
Don Ray Don

King Brown bite, I love Snake's and I need this
Big Boy please can I have him

H…

Call Now

Like

Reply

Like

Message

1y

37

8 Replies
Renee Cox

Wow what a experience to rock up to that.
Sad it has to be put to sleep.
Like

Reply

1y

Alistair Smith

Whats the stroy behind it?
And what about the reptile park at somersby
on the central coast nsw they might take it b
nice to c it get look after and live its life
https://www.facebook.com/Goldcoastsnakecatcher/posts/can-i-just-say-wow-a-huge-albino-burmese-python-how-damn-beautiful-is-this-snake/1…
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g
Its not the snakes fault that it is here

Harrison's Gold Coast and Brisbane Snake Catcher - Posts | Facebook

Like

Reply

1y

Selina Stevenson

Wow, so beautiful!
So, I'm guessing an escaped pet, but if
illegally owned, what will happen to this
beautiful animal?
Like

Reply

1y

Tyson Evans

I bet it was being kept close by to where it
was found.
Absolute insane to find, I hope they don’t kill
it. I bet it’s been here most of its life too.
Like

Reply

1y

4

Ty Lowe

Please destroy this snake. We cant afford to
risk ending up like the everglades.
Like

Reply

1y

Perry Caren

I’m sure if you took this to the media, so
sanctuaries or wildlife rescue would save it
surely, ya can’t just kill it
Like

Reply

1y

2

Amanda Kramer

Is this a different kind of python then Pandora
was? They look so much the same, but this
one is illegal?
Like

Reply

1y

Burke Tracey

Can #australiazoo take it instead of it being
killed havent they got a special exemption
Like

Reply

1y

Wild Rangers · Follow

I was doing a show the other day and a guy
had an African rock python skin from a snake
hunted back in the 50’s.
It was huge!!!
Amazing. Even had the bullet hole.

https://www.facebook.com/Goldcoastsnakecatcher/posts/can-i-just-say-wow-a-huge-albino-burmese-python-how-damn-beautiful-is-this-snake/1…
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Like

Reply

1y

2

Tania Bronson

Do you think he was a pet that got loose?
Could there be someone looking for him?
Like

Reply

1y

Nat Natty Nat

Lovely snake, but for me it's not the point, our
native wildlife should not be further
jeopardised, as if cane toads, goats, foxes,
cats, rabbits, camels, would pigs, deers etc etc
are not enough of a problem. Burmese
Pythons are a huge problem in Flor… See
more
Like

Reply

1y

3

Cherie Chapman

Wow so beautiful n big
Where did u rescue it from and what’s wrong
with it
To many comments to right back through
Like

Reply

1y

Billy Joe Paoletti

Did you hear of the one the bloke was given
as a gift had it for 15odd years and thought it
was a native happened in the hunter. Only
reason it was discovered was peoples cats
kept going missing
Like

Reply

1y

4

Summer Bradley

I wouldn't of posted pics and got it killed
I understand rules and I actually am terrified
of snakes. But this is a beautiful majestic old
t
https://www.facebook.com/Goldcoastsnakecatcher/posts/can-i-just-say-wow-a-huge-albino-burmese-python-how-damn-beautiful-is-this-snake/1…
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creature xc
Like

Reply

3

1y

7 Replies
Cheryl Gibbs

Wow. Does that mean it has to be put to
sleep? Can it be taken in by a zoo?
Like

Reply

1y

Wendy Bloxham

Absolutely gorgeous hope it will be ok
....camouflage is not its strongest feature!!
Like

Reply

1y

Cindy Broadfoot

I would use my last 2 rolls of toilet
paper if I’d seen that when I opened my door
Like

Reply

1y

31

2 Replies
Kaydee Jayne Isabella Parsons

He got a nice burn and is he missing some his
tail.
Im guessing an illegal keep thats been
dumped due to not being able to cater for
him anymore. Such a shame.
Incredibly beautiful still!
Like

Reply

1y

Melinda Hosking

I am not a lover of snakes, but he is
absolutely beautiful. What happens now. I am
guessing he maybe euthanized, which would
be so terribly sad unless Australia Zoo some
how was able to keep him.
Like

Reply

1y

Candice Platt

Gorgeous...I got to touch one a month ago in
bali

Lik

R

l

1
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Like

Reply

1y

Jackson Douglas

Wow what a beautiful snake I hope it gets
taken to a zoo or something and isn’t killed
Like

Reply

1y

3

5 Replies
Sally Hyland

This beauty my kids had the pleasure of
meeting ... Indonesia Tanah lot snake park !!!
Some incredible snakes there

Like

Reply

1y

6

Jon Webb

I am sure you will be busy with media for the
next few days, seems there is a few people
with illegal reptiles 'escaping' recently?
Like

Reply

1y

Michelle Leader

Omg that is huge. Image opening your front
door to find this. Bahaha
Like

Reply

1y

Neville Wheeler

I reckon Tony should put 3 saddles on it and
ride it around to do the snake catching it's
bloody big enough and would definitely
promote your business.
Like

Reply

1y

Top fan

Sheree Gundersen

Breaks my heart knowing it's going to be put
to sleep
surely a zoo could take it?
Like

Reply

1y
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Dani Ella

I think you mean "snake, what snake, that's
my pet dog". Rip gorgeous
Like

Reply

1y

Top fan

Jazzie Mackenzie Herd

They should either give it to a reptile park to
keep in its own enclosure, or they should let
you guys keep it as we all know, if it stayed
with you guys it will be well looked after and
no risk to our wildlife etc..
I don't understand why our governme… See
more
Like

Reply

1y

Edited

Most Relevant is selected, so some replies may have been
filtered out.
Author

Harrison's Gold Coast and Brisbane Snake
Catcher

Scale rot can cause this too.. I was to to
assume it was burns. But they are very
common
Like

Reply

1y

View 6 more replies
Eryn Burnie

Call currumbin wildlife sanctuary surely they
will take it
life can be cruel sometimes
Like

Reply

1y

Michelle Marie Hartwick

My dad used to own 2. Baby, a 12.5 foot and
Buddy, a 9.5 foot. Best damn pets we ever
owned!
Like

Reply

1y

Edited

Flora Scott

Such a gentle giant... I don't understand why
it has to be euthanized if handed in to a
reptile park and it can be quarantined.
Like

Reply

1y
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Kurt Lamotte

It’s a shame what the end result will most
likely be for this gorgeous snake.
It would be great if they allowed certain
keepers with like an exhibitors licence keep
these to use in there shows, like the awesome
shows you guys do.
Like

Reply

1y

Melanie Ellett

Awww what a magnificent snake I really hope
he or she finds a home at a reptile park very
sad if it gets put down
Like

Reply

1y

Danielle Smith

Did it just rock up at someone’s door? It’s so
beautiful, so sad it has to be put down
Like

Reply

1y

Edited

Liz Johnson

There’s no way you could bring yourself to
letting that beautiful snake be euthanised
Like

Reply

1y

Brooke Duncan

Any chance Australia zoo or somewhere Like
that could take it?
Like

Reply

1y

2 Replies
Danyse Livingstone

It's not the guys giving out the $3000 reward
with the tattoo voucher is it
Like

Reply

1y

8 Replies
Tara Purcell

Is there a reptile sanctuary that can take it in?
Like

Reply

1y

Jade Cartwright

I don't understand, why does it nees to be
killed? Is there nowhere that will take it here
or send it over seas? It's beautiful
https://www.facebook.com/Goldcoastsnakecatcher/posts/can-i-just-say-wow-a-huge-albino-burmese-python-how-damn-beautiful-is-this-snake/1…
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Like

Reply

1y

3 Replies
Becky Winter

I hate snakes, but because of ignorance, this
snake should go to a zoo.
Like

Reply

1y

Darryl Lewis

Stunning snake it’s just a shame it will have to
be put down.
Like

Reply

1y

Julie Mckay

Absolutely beautiful snake why kill it a zoo
could look after it and let people learn about
snakes a bit more don't kill it
Like

Reply

1y

Megan Haddon

Wow! So beautiful. If they’re illegal, how is it
here? What will happen to it now?
Like

Reply

1y

Desiree Lou

What's going to happen to this beautiful
babe if they are illegal!?
Like

Reply

1y

2 Replies
Sandra de Ridder

I hope Jensen got to see this beauty before
you had to hand it over to the authorities.
Thank you so much for sharing!!
Like

Reply

1y

George E Jones

DON'T KILL IT .ITS SOMEONE PET LET THEM
CLAIM IT IF YOU MUST GIVE TO A PARK WAY
TO BEAUTIFUL TO KILL
Like

Reply

1y

Tanette Just

Give to Australia wild life park Steave Erwin
would be turning in his grave if he new this
was going to be put down save him/her
Like

Reply

1y
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Susan Ruth

Wow, it’s so beautiful. I hope it wasn’t
euthanised and went to a sanctuary or zoo.
Poor thing it just wants some love like all of
us.
Like

Reply

1y

Edited

George E Jones

Omg so beautiful but it's got to be a pet I
have seen one like it a man had it in his front
yard for a walk lol
Like

Reply

1y

View more comments
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View Report | Policelink Public Reporting

Reference Number

5853171

Status

Form review

Creation Date

2 seconds ago at 11:07 on 17 Mar

Confirmation

Thank You For Your Contact Queensland Police (non-urgent) Sub
The reference number provided on submission should be retained to be used when contacting Policelin
this incident.
Depending on operational requirements you will receive a confirmation email to the nominated email add
days.

--------------------------------------------------------------------Your details:
Raymond Hoser, 08/02/1962
Residential address: 488 Park Road, Park Orchards, Vic, 3114
Contact purpose: I would like to inform police of something that I cannot report online
Preferred contact method: Phone - Email address: viper007@live.com.au - Phone number: 0412777211
Description of the incident: Threatening and harassing phone calls (about 41 on one day), including at least two from a wom
Cox, of Capalaba in Qld.
The calls were all recorded as were her long, rambling and threatening messages by text and her various online posts about h
calls to me.
I have put all relevant details on a webpage at:
https://www.snakeman.pro/Renee-Cox-Queensland-Criminal-Threats-over-telephone.htm
She has made similar threats to other people, the details of which I have.
I ask that she be charged for these and (hopefully) locked up.
She is part of a cohort doing this and one person similarly harassed, Nathad Garrod of Toowoomba was driven to suicide, so th
matter.

Location where the incident occurred: By phone.
Police know the exact address of Renee Cox (I spoke to Capalaba Police).
Persons and vehicles involved in the incident: No
COVID-19 Details
Have you or any person at the location been diagnosed with COVID-19? No
Are you or any person at the location self-isolating or in quarantine due to COVID-19? No
Do you or any person at the location have flu like symptoms? No
Do you believe that any person has been diagnosed with COVID-19? No
Do you believe that any person should be quarantined or self-isolating due to COVID-19? No

Copyright (https://www.police.qld.gov.au/Copyright)

Disclaimer (https://www.police.qld.gov.au/Disclaimer)

Privacy Policy (https://www.police.qld.gov.au/privacy)

Accessibility (https://www.police.qld.gov.au/Accessibility)

Right to informatio

(Other languages) (https://www.qld.gov.au/languages/)

(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/deed.en)
© The State of Queensland (Queensland Police Service) 2019
Queensland Government (https://www.qld.gov.au/)

https://pims2.police.qld.gov.au/GTConnect/UnifiedAcceptor/QPSWebFramework.Main/site/wss#!view-report/ViewCaseDetails/MyCasesAction/Ca…
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From: policelink@police.qld.gov.au <policelink@police.qld.gov.au>
Sent: Thursday, 17 March 2022 12:14 PM
To: viper007@live.com.au <viper007@live.com.au>
Subject: << Ref:6611383 >> Qld Police Service - Request for Contact (non-urgent)
Thank you for contacting the Queensland Police Service.
Please contact Queensland Policelink on 07 3055 6206 to discuss the nature of the
incidents mentioned further so we can determine the most appropriate course of action.

If you have any further enquiries in regards to this and/or other matters, please do not
hesitate to contact us.
Regards,
Policelink
Queensland Police Service
On-Line: QPS Online Reporting
Phone: 131 444 (seven days a week, 24 hours a day)
Interstate: 07 3055 6206 / International: 61 7 3055 6206
Help us improve the service we deliver, tell us about your customer experience by
completing a short customer feedback survey.
Check out Neighbourhood Watch initiatives in your local area by visiting www.nhwq.org

**********************************************************************
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you
have received this electronic message in error, please
inform the sender or contact 1300.psaict@police.qld.gov.au.
This footnote also confirms that this email message has
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.
**********************************************************************
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Reference Number

5944373

Status

Form review

Creation Date

2 seconds ago at 10:01 on 06 Apr

Confirmation

Thank You For Your Contact Queensland Police (non-urgent) Sub
The reference number provided on submission should be retained to be used when contacting Policelin
this incident.
Depending on operational requirements you will receive a confirmation email to the nominated email add
days.

--------------------------------------------------------------------Your details:
Raymond Hoser, 08/02/1962
Residential address: 488 Park Rd, Park Orchards, Vic, 3114
Contact purpose: I would like to inform police of something that I cannot report online
Preferred contact method: Phone - Email address: viper007@live.com.au - Phone number: 0412777211
Description of the incident: I have received numerous threatening and harassing phone calls from a lady called Renee Cox o
have all her details and tape recordings of all the phone calls. She has also been cyberstalking me with numerous fake accoun
of all this as well, including copies of the posts.
I want her charged as should be the case.
I am in Melbourne. Both Qld and Vic police have been telling me to contact police in the other state.
Three weeks later and countless police contacts later and many hours on the phone, I have got nowhere.
Please can you have a police officer in Melbourne or Brisbane contact me to get this matter on the way and the offender charg
Location where the incident occurred: See above
Persons and vehicles involved in the incident: see above
COVID-19 Details
Have you or any person at the location been diagnosed with COVID-19? No
Are you or any person at the location self-isolating or in quarantine due to COVID-19? No
Do you or any person at the location have flu like symptoms? No
Do you believe that any person has been diagnosed with COVID-19? No
Do you believe that any person should be quarantined or self-isolating due to COVID-19? No

Copyright (https://www.police.qld.gov.au/Copyright)

Disclaimer (https://www.police.qld.gov.au/Disclaimer)

Privacy Policy (https://www.police.qld.gov.au/privacy)

Accessibility (https://www.police.qld.gov.au/Accessibility)

Right to informatio

(Other languages) (https://www.qld.gov.au/languages/)

(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/deed.en)
© The State of Queensland (Queensland Police Service) 2019
Queensland Government (https://www.qld.gov.au/)
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Renee Cox
102 mutual

Add Friend
Posts
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Friends

Photos

Message
Videos

More

Intro
Australian breast cancer support 🎀🎀Fishing the Bay🎣
Pro staff Yes I do fish like a girl 🎣 #livin
Self-Employed at Aquarium, pond and reptile
Services
Bearded dragon breeder
From Brisbane, Queensland, Australia
Joined August 2007
🌏 Traveling

https://www.facebook.com/Renpants

🎵 Modern Dance
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🌏 Traveling

🐄 Animal Keeping
🎨 Art

🏕️ Camping

+ 21
Collection
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🎵 Dance

See All

+9

Photos
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Highlight

See all photos
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Friends

See all friends

102 mutual friends

Terry Carstens

Jack Velt

Ron Petri Boas

Paul Obrien

Lna Royalmorphs

Neals Reptiles

Dru Hoogerwerf

Maple Leaf Reptiles Justin Ouimet

Life events
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See All
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Started New Job at
Bearded dragon breeder
February 1, 1995

Started New Job at
Aquarium, pond and
April 25,
2019
reptile
Services
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Posts

Filters

Renee Cox
11h ·

Surgically advanced hey !!! Poor snakes. Only person in
australia to breed copperheads isn’t that what his
claiming here
or is he admitting his the only one
to cut up poor snakes mouths

Snake Man
March 13, 2018 ·

Yes, we are the only people in Australia who breed
dangerously venomous Australian Copperheads and by the truckload.
These are our surgically enhanced ones th… See
more
2

27 Comments 1 Share
Like

https://www.facebook.com/Renpants

Luke Scicluna

Comment

Share
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Luke Scicluna

Have you contacted the RSPCA
Like

Reply

11h

Renee Cox

Luke Scicluna everyone’s reported him
for 30 years. He thinks his untouchable
and makes fake web pages about people
me included. He honestly thinks his
above any kind of laws. Makes a lot of
money out of these surgically advanced
snakes but his all about conservation his
apparently done more then Steve Irwin
just ask him lol
Like

Reply

11h

Sean St Leone

Renee Cox his rants about police
corruption are hillarious
Like

Reply

11h

2

View 7 more replies
Sean St Leone

Is he defanging?
Hes always been a bit loopy.
Like

Reply

2

11h

Renee Cox

Sean St Leone surgically enhanced he
calls it
Like

Reply

11h

Edited

2

Sean St Leone

Renee Cox I call it animal cruelty.
I wonder how many he loses doing it.
They don't handle stress well
Like

https://www.facebook.com/Renpants

Reply

11h

2
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Renee Cox

Sean St Leone I’m sure we will never
know seeing as if anyone says anything
bad about him he scours the net for it
then makes up false webpages and turns
off commenting so nobody can tell the
trurh so I guess sadly we prob will never
find out. But the adders and other snakes
heads look out of shape after this so
called enhancement
it’s really
sad I feel for the animals too just being
picked up in balls of snakes as any
keeper knows that’s no good for them.
Once again he just gets away with it
though.
Like

Reply

11h

Write a reply…
Olly Ash

I thought it was Putin
Like

Reply

3

11h

Matty Fishin Moffatt

Is that Putin ? ?
Like

Reply

9h

3

Brett Manning

I’d be careful on picking battles, he’s got you
on voicemail and anything on social media
can be used as slander
Like

Reply

23m

Write a comment…
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Renee Cox
Yesterday at 6:27 PM ·

7

2 Comments
Like

Comment

Share

View 1 more comment
Mark Hodges

agree!!!
Like

Reply

1d

Write a comment…
Renee Cox
Yesterday at 1:30 PM ·
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17

2 Comments 3 Shares
Like

Comment

Share

Glenn Fechner

I love my lil dog but gee he tests me
sometimes
Like

Reply

1d

Renee Cox replied · 1 Reply
Write a comment…
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